TWO LITTLE ANTS
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One summer, the sun was scorching. In the Ant Village, all the folks got worried as the water and food were running out quickly.
Seeing the family and relatives struggling with hunger and thirst, two ants determined to go find way to rescue their village.
They kept going and going. The burning sun made them really tired.
One day, they halted for some rest. But as soon as they sat down, some screams for help startled them.
It turned out that a honey bee got stuck inside a flower. No matter how hard he struggled, the little bee could not make his way out.
The two ants hurried to help the bee, and after a lot of hard work, they finally managed to rescue the poor bee.
The ants even shared with the bee their little food spared for the long trip.
Before they knew it, the ants and the bee became good friends. Learning about the ants’ story, the bee said. - That’s not that hard! I know a rich land covered in lush green trees.
Following the way as the bee told, the ants kept going day and night persistently.
At last, the ants arrived at a forest. Everything was so beautiful there. - Did you hear something? In the forest, clear water streams kept rippling night and day. Trees were laden with fruits.
Overjoyed with their finding, the ants hastily returned home to inform their folks.
The Ant Village folks happily flocked to the new land. Hard-working and painstaking as always, not before long, they once again could live in a wealthy and peaceful village. Songs praising the two brave ants could be heard everywhere in the new village.
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